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Siemens Gamesa and RES expand partnership
in Canada while strengthening renewable power
generation with 100-MW order in Alberta
•

Siemens Gamesa will provide wind turbines for RES’ 100-MW Hilda wind power project
in Alberta

•

This order includes 20 SG 5.0-145 turbines operating with a flexible rating up to 5.2 MW,
providing clean energy for the equivalent of nearly 50,000 Alberta homes

Siemens Gamesa Renewable Energy has signed an order with Renewable Energy Systems
(RES) in Canada to supply the 100-MW Hilda wind project in Alberta. The deal strengthens the
company’s global partnership with RES in North America while taking a step forward to help
Alberta, and Canada as a whole, meet their 30% goal of renewable energy generation by 2030.
Siemens Gamesa will supply 20 SG 5.0-145 turbines, providing clean affordable power for
around 50,000 homes.
“In partnership with RES and through the Hilda wind power project, we are two global
corporations truly working to generate positive impact within our local communities and this
project is proof of that,” said Shannon Sturgil, CEO, Onshore North America, Siemens Gamesa
Renewable Energy. “RES continues to be a key partner in providing clean energy solutions, as
well as a strong global citizen in the communities we serve, and we are proud to expand our
partnership with them into Canada.”
The 71-meter blade on the SG 4.X platform integrates aerodynamics and noise reduction
features—including Siemens Gamesa DinoTails® Next Generation technology—to guarantee a
high production of energy and reduced noise emission levels. This reduction in noise will improve
the performance at the Hilda wind power project while remaining within the mandated noise
emission levels. Siemens Gamesa currently has orders for more than 1.2 GW of power in
western Canada with the SG 4.X platform for installation through 2023.
“We are pleased to announce Siemens Gamesa Renewable Energy as the turbine supplier for
our 100-MW Hilda wind project in Alberta,” said Peter Clibbon, RES Senior VP of Development.

“Siemens Gamesa is a global leader in wind technology, and we look forward to delivering clean,
renewable energy and helping Alberta meet its 30% renewable energy goal by 2030.”
With wind turbine installations of almost 3,000 MW installed across Canada from Alberta to
Quebec, and with signed contracts that will increase to more than 4,000 MW by the end of 2023,
Siemens Gamesa Renewable Energy is a market leader by cumulative installed capacity.
About Siemens Gamesa Renewable Energy
Siemens Gamesa unlocks the power of wind. For more than 40 years, we have been a pioneer
and leader of the wind industry, and today our team of more than 25,000 colleagues work at the
center of the global energy revolution to tackle the most significant challenge of our generation –
the climate crisis. With a leading position in onshore, offshore, and service, we engineer, build
and deliver powerful and reliable wind energy solutions in strong partnership with our customers.
A global business with local impact, we have installed more than 110 GW and provide access to
clean, affordable and sustainable energy that keeps the lights on across the world. To find out
more, visit www.siemensgamesa.com and connect with us on social media.
About RES
RES is the world’s largest independent renewable energy company active in onshore and
offshore wind, solar, energy storage, transmission and distribution. At the forefront of the industry
for 40 years, RES has delivered more than 22 GW of renewable energy projects across the globe
and supports an operational asset portfolio exceeding 7.5GW worldwide for a large client
base. Understanding the unique needs of corporate clients, RES has secured 1.5GW of power
purchase agreements (PPAs) enabling access to energy at the lowest cost. RES employs more
than 2,000 people and is active in 10 countries. For more information, visit www.res-group.com.
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